Abstract. Let G be a compact metrizable group which acts freely on a locally compact Hausdorff space X. Let /i be a measure on X, w: X -* X/G = Y the projection, v « ir(u). We show that there is a e-Lusin-measurable disintegration of p with respect to it. We use this result to prove a structure theorem concerning T-ergodic measures on bitransformation groups (G, X, T) with G metric and X compact. We finish with some remarks concerning the case when G is not metric.
Introduction. This paper falls naturally into two parts. The first deals with the following situation: G, a compact metric group, acts freely on a locally compact space X (thus, if g • x = x for any x E X and g E G, then g = identity in G). The quotient Y = X/G is locally compact; let it: X-^ Y he the canonical projection. We show that each measure p on X has a •n(p) = y-Lusin-measurable disintegration with respect to it (see §0 for definitions; see [6] for a detailed discussion of disintegrations and their relationship to liftings). No theorem known to the author yields this result, although it is similar to theorems on the disintegration of a measure on a product space (see [2] and [6] ).
The second part considers a special case: p is a T-ergodic measure on a compact Hausdorff space X which is the phase space of a bitransformation group (G, X, T) with G metric. Let G0 = { g E G\fxf(gx) dp(x) -£/(*) dp(x) for all/ e C(X) and let y0 be Haar measure on G0. We show that, if v -» Xy is the disintegration of §1, then each Xy "looks like" y0 in a certain sense. The following result is crucial: If Z is a Hausdorff space and /: X-+Z a p-Lusin-measurable, T-invariant map, then/(x) = const p-a.e. Finally, in §6, we remove the metrizability assumption on G ; we assume the existence of a strong lifting on (Y, v) (the only place in the paper where this is done).
These results represent a portion of the author's Ph.D. thesis, written at Minnesota. The author wishes to thank his advisor, Professor Robert Ellis, for his valuable advice and constant, much appreciated, help and encouragement. 0. Preliminaries. We quote definitions and results from [1] , [3] , [6] , and [12] ; see these references for more details. 0.1. Let W be a locally compact Hausdorff space, K(W) the set of continuous complex functions on W with compact support, with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets. A (Radon) measure on If is a continuous complex linear functional on K( W); we denote the set of all such functional by C*(W). We will always assume C*(W) is given the topology of pointwise convergence (the vague topology). Let M+(W) consist of those positive elements tj of C*(W) for which ||tj|| = r\(W) < oo. See [1, Chapter III, §1; Chapter IV, §4, t/°7, Proposition 12]. 0.4. Let W, tj, 7/ be as above, and let Z be locally compact Hausdorff. Call 77 -n-proper if, for each compact K c Z, 77-l(7) is n-integrable. If 77 is Tj-proper, the map/-» tj(/ ° 77): K(Z) -» C defines a Radon measure y on Z; we write y = 77(tj). If / G 7'(Z, y), then jw(f °ir)dp = fzfdy. See [1, Chapter V, §6]. 0.5. Let À: W-» Af+(Z): w -» X" be a map. Say X is weakly "¡¡-measurable if y-^<Aw,/> is Tj-measurable for each f E K(Z). The map X is weakly essentially r\-integrable if / G K(Z) => w -» <\,,f) is essentially n-integrable. In this case, the formula /->JV<A»,,/> dq(w) defines a measure y on Z. If / G 7'(Z, y), then the map w -> (A^,/) is defined n-a.e., is n-integrable, and y(f) -fw<K>f> *lM-We write y = /A, dr,(w). If X is y-Lusin-measurable (with respect to the vague topology) and satisfies ||aJ| < const < oo y-a.e., then X is r-adequate. See [1, Chapter VI, §3, tj°1;
Chapter V, §3, tj°1, Proposition 2]. 0.7. Theorem (Dunford and Pettis). Let E be a separable Banach space, E' its dual with the norm topology. Let f : L'(tj) -> E' be a bounded linear map. There exists a map X: W-^E'-.w-^X» such that (i) h>-»<é?, X^) is tjmeasurable, and (ii) /// e Lx(r\), then <?(/), e> -(j(W)<K e> M») (e E E).
Jw
One has ||£|| = ess sup^g^HAJI. Further, ij X': W-*E' is another map satisfying (i) and (ii), then X' = X locally v-a.e.
For a proof, see [6, Corollary 1, p. 89].
0.8. The following notation will be fixed from now on. C7 will be a compact Hausdorff topological group, X a locally compact Hausdorff space (often compact) with Radon measure p. We assume (G, X) is a left-transformation group [3] such that G acts freely. Define it: X->X/G = Y to be the We will sometimes write dg for Haar measure on G. Finally, in § §4-6, T will denote an arbitrary group such that (X, T) is a right transformation group; in § §5-6, (G, X, T) will be a bitransjormation group (the actions of G and T commute). See [3] .
I. COMPACT TRANSFORMATION GROUPS
In §1, we assume G is a Lie group and X is compact. In §2, G is allowed to be metric; in §3, X becomes locally compact.
1. X compact, G Lie. Let p be a measure on X, v = tr(p). To disintegrate ¡x with respect to it, we first express A'asa "measurable product" Y X G. We then apply the Dunford-Pettis theorem (0.7) to the map £: L\v)~* C*(G) given by £ (J) = vr2[(/ » it) • p]; hexe ir2:X-*G is the projection. The map w: Y -* C*(G) that results will then be used to construct a disintegration of p.
The key to this section is the following result; it is an immediate corollary of [8, §5.4, Theorem 1].
1.1. Theorem. For each x E X, there is a compact neighborhood U oj x and a compact F c Usuch that Tr~x(y) n F is a single point whenever y E tt(U).
1.2. Notation. For each x G X, pick sets Ux, Fx satisfying the conditions of 1.1. It is clear that we can replace each Ux by its saturation G-Ux. Assume this done, and choose sets Ux¡ (1 < i < r) which cover X. Let U¡ = Ux¡, F, = F" Vt = 77(7/,.). Define maps r,: V, -* t/(. by {T/(v)} = F, n tf-'(v). Let /I, = Vx, A¡ =V,~ UjZ\Vj (2 < / < r). Then the A¡ axe Borel, and U',miAi m Y. Let 5,. -Tr-x(Ai). Define t: 7-* X by t^ = t,.
The following lemma is a consequence of the definitions.
1.3. Lemma. The maps (g,x)->g-x: G X 2*)-» U¡ and v¡: (g,y)-+g' r¡(y): G X V¡ -» U¡ are homeomorphisms (1 < i < r). The map t is a section of X over Y (i.e., t(v) is an element of ir~x(y) for each y E Y), and r is v-Lusin-measurable.
1.4. Definition. For x EX, let 772(x) G G be determined by tt2(x) • t( v) = x (y = ir(x)); thus tr2: X -» G.
In other words, tt2(X) is that g such that g • t(y) = x. Using 1.3, one sees that ir2 is continuous on each set B¡. By 0.2, m2 is n-Lusin measurable for every tj G C*(X). Also, if K c G is compact, then ir2x(K) is n-integrable (tj G C*(G)). Therefore, ff(y)dp(y)=ff(n(x))dri(x) jY Jx = jxf("(x))h0(v2(x))dp(x) = fYf(y)o>y(h0)dv (y) for all/ G A/'(z>). It follows that uy(hn) = 1 z>-a.e. We are still using the notation of 1.2.
1.7. Lemma. Let e > 0 andf E C(X) be given. For each i, 1 < / < r, there exist hj E C(G) and a bounded Borel function ^¡: Y->C such that, on B" \f(x) -*<*(x))4(*4(x))l < e. Then u/, is bounded Borel. Now on 7,, 7r2(x) = g and it(x) = y, where ufa y) = x. Thus, on B" \f(x) -t¡(<ir(x))h¡(v2(x))\ < e.
1.8. Definition. If y G Y, let §y: G-*X: g-*g-r(y) (t is defined in 1.3).
Observe that 4>y is a homeomorphism onto tt" x(y).
1.9. Theorem. 7Aere ex/sis a v-Lusin-measurable disintegration X: Y-> +(^):y -*\ °f P wM respect to tr.IfX':y-^Xy is another v-Lusin-measurable map satisfying 0.6 (c), (d) and such that \\Xy\\ < M < oo »>-a.e., tAe/z A¿ = Xy v-a.e.
Proof. Let a be the map of 1.6, and define a measure Xy on X by Q^'f) = (uyf° $P> (/ e C(A")). It follows immediately from 1.6 and this definition of Xy that Xy > 0, ||AJ = 1, and Suppig) c 7r~'(y). We must show that X:y-*Xy is y-Lusin-measurable, and that p(/) = fYXy(S) dv(y) for all jECiX).
For measurability, fix s > 0, and choose a compact F c Y such that (i) y(~ F) < e, and (ii) both u\F and t|f are continuous. Let / G CiX), and suppose y" -> v in F. Then
By (ii) above, both terms tend to zero. Thus X^ -» \ (vaguely) =>X|f is continuous => X is p-Lusin-measurable.
By p-measurability and the fact that jjX^H = 1 for ally, the formula ¿U)=jfyU)dv(y) (JEC(X)) defines a measure on X (0.5). We will show that p' = p. Observe first that
Let 9¡ be the characteristic function of A¡ c Y. Recalling that B¡ = ir~\A¡), we have /*(/) -2 f f(x) dp(x) = 2 />(»(*))/(*) Mx) (J 6 CiX)).
i-lJB, ¡~\JX Fix /, and let e > 0 be given. By 1.7, there are functions A, G CiG) and bounded Borel functions \b¡ on Y such that |/(x) -^/(vt(x))A<(ïT2(x))| < e (x G B¡). Let/' be defined by
It now follows easily from the uniform bound \f(x) -f(x)\ < e (x E X) thatti(f) = ri'(f) = fYXy(ßdp(y).
Uniqueness remains to be shown. Let X' be as in the statement of 1.8, and let uy = tr2(Xy). It is straightforward to check that y-*uy is z>-Lusin-measurable. Let/ G Mx(v), A G C(G); then (/ ° 77) • (A « tt^ is p-integrable, hence (0.5)
By uniqueness in 1.6, uy = uy v-a.e., and it follows that Xy = Xy v-a.e. 2.2. Notation. Consider a transformation group (G, X) where G is not necessarily metric. Let {G¡} be a decreasing net of closed normal subgroups such that G/G{ is a Lie group; such exists by 2.1. If G is metric, {G¡} may be taken to be a sequence. Let X, = X/G" 77,: X -» X,; observe that (G/G,, X¡) is a transformation group with G/G, Lie. Each space C(X¡) may be embedded in C(X); one then has that U ¡C(X¡) is dense in C(X). 
This shows that p is a r-Lusin-measurable disintegration of p with respect to
To show uniqueness, let X' be another p-Lusin-measurable disintegration. Restricting X' to K¡ for each i and applying uniqueness in 2.4 shows that X' = X locally v-a.e.
II. ERGODIC MEASURES ON BITRANSFORMATION GROUPS
4. Generalities on ergodic measures. We give some basic material, then prove a lemma (4.4) which is of importance in §5.
Let (X, T) he a transformation group with X compact Hausdorff and T an arbitrary group. If t E T and A c X, define A • t = {xi|x G X). USE C(X) and / G T, let (//)(x) =/(x/) (x G X); if p G C*(*), let (/p)(/) = p(/0(/GC(A-)).
4.1. Definition. A measure p on X is T-invariant if fp = p for all / G T. Then (0.5) piA -t~x) = piA) for each p-measurable A c * and each t E T.
4.2. Definition. A measure p on X is T-ergodic if: (i) it is a positive probability measure (i.e., || p|| = 1); (ii) whenever A c X is p-measurable and piA AAt~x) = 0 for all / G T, one has p(A) = 0 or p(y4) = 1. Here A ™ symmetric difference.
It is easily seen that this definition is equivalent to the one obtained by replacing "A is p-measurable" by "A is Borel".
We will later ( §6) use the following well-known result; see Phelps [11] for a proof. (iii) We show that, given e > 0, there is a set K, p(7) > 1 -e, such that f(K) = {A}. Let 7 be a compact set such that p(L) > 1 -e and f\L is continuous. Let pL be the restriction of p to 7, and let the support of pL be 7f c 7. If p^ is p restricted to A", then Supp ¡xK = 7, and if V is open in K, then 0 < pjfiK) = n(V) [1] . Further, p(7) = p(7) > 1 -e [1] . We claim that/(7) = {A}. A(g-') (g G G, x G X, v = tt(x), A G C(G) ).
Here h ° <b~x is assumed to be continuously extended to all of A'; the choice of the extension does not matter because Xy is supported on m~x(y). (x) (g G G, x G A' ). (/ > 1) be as in §2, and define H, as in 5.1 by replacing (G, X, T) by (G/G"X"T) and X and X'. Since \ = lim^X/, one has 27(x) = lim/_0022/(x) (x G X, y = tt(x)). Since C*(G) is separable, H is p-Lusinmeasurable if the H¡ are.
Proposition, (a) H(gx) = g • H
Assume G is Lie. By 1.3, there is a p-measurable section t: /"-»A-. Fix 0 < e < 1, and let B c 7 be a compact set such that v(B) > I -e and such that both t|b and X|B are continuous. It is enough to show that H is continuous when restricted to ir~x(B) = A, since p(A) = v(B) > 1 -e. So, let x" -> x0 in A, and let A G C(G). It must be verified that <X>,, <¡>~xh} -* <\> «k"^) *>-= 77(x«)'>' = w(*o)-Observe that the map £: G X 5-»y4: (g, v)-»g-T(y) is continuous and bijective, hence a homeomorphism. Let x" = ¡¡(g",y"), x0 = $(g0,y<f). On A, define functions/",/by/" ° $(g,y) = h(gg~x),J" $(g,y) = A(gg0-'). Then /" -»/uniformly on A. Extend/,,/ continuously to X, calling the extensions /,, / also (J" may not converge uniformly to / on X, but this will not matter).
It may be checked that ¿."'A = jn\tr'x(y^, d»~'A = J\tr~x(y). Thus the proof will be completed if it is shown that <X", /"> -» (Xy, />. But !<**./■> -<\>f>\<\<KJ»> -<K-f>\+\<K-f> -<V/>I-Since ||XyJ| = 1 and/, -»/uniformly on 77 x(y",), the first term tends to zero. The second term goes to zero because X|B is continuous.
From 4.4, 5.2(b), and 5.2(c), we see that H(x) = const p-a.e. To identify the constant we use the following result; it is a corollary of the proofs of 1.5.4 and 1.5.5(1) in [9] . Let |(z>) = {t G M+(X)\r is 7-ergodic, tt(t) = v). We indicate some corollaries of 5.4. 5.6. Definition. An ergodic decomposition of ¡&v) is a collection {^Jtj G Ç(v)} of pairwise disjoint Borel sets such that tj(^,) = 1 and tj(^,A^,í-1) = We will use the set A = (x|22(x) = y0} to obtain an ergodic decomposition of £(p) which "splits up" fibers ir~x(y) in a nice way.
5.7. Lemma, (a) 7/x G Ap, then gx E Ap iJJ g E G0; i.e., A^ is G0-saturated. IJy = m (x), then Ap n v~x(y) is homeomorphic to G0. ih)piAp&Aprx) = OitET).
Proof, (a) Note H(gx) = gy0, which equals y0 iff g G G0. This implies thatgx G Ap iff g G G0, which in turn implies that <bx(GQ) = Ap n v~\y). We state without proof a theorem which depends on 5.9. Let p be the Haar lift of p; i.e., p(f) = Jy(!gJ(8x) dy(g)) dv(y) (J G C(*)). Observe that p is G-invariant, i.e., gp = p for all g. Hence there is defined a natural unitary representation (G, L^A', p)) of G on L2(A", p) via the formula (g -/)(x) = J(gx). Similarly, there is a unitary representation (G0, L2(A", p)). (A", p) ) is /Ae representation induced (see [4] ) 6v (Go, L2(A\ p)).
Theorem. (G, L2
The proof is contained in [7] . Using this result, one may define and discuss a generalization of "functions of type y" [10] .
5.11. Question. If T = integers or reals, ergodic sets have an interpretation (indeed, may be defined) in terms of regular points. May the ergodic sets of 5.6 be interpreted in some analogous way? 6 . G nonmetrizable, Y has strong lifting. 6.1. We retain the assumptions and notation of §5, except that G need not be metric. We suppose that Support each /G C(y) (see [6] for a complete discussion). It is the last property which is crucial; a function p satisfying (i)-(vi) always exists on M'a(Y, v) [6, Chapter IV, Theorem 3].
Our goal is 6.9, which is an analogue of 5.4 (see also 5.5). We note that if a strong lifting of 7°° (7, v) exists, then every extension v of v has a weakly immeasurable (0.5) disintegration with respect to 77; see [6] .
6.2. Theorem. Let X: Y-*M+(X) be weakly v-measurable and satisfy \\Xy\\ < const < 00 v-a.e. There is a map X': 7-+ M+(X), satisfying the conditions just stated, such that X' = X weakly a.e. and p(X') = X'.
The last condition means that, if / G C(Y), the functions <Xy,/> and p((Xy,f)) are equal for ally G Y. For details and a proof, see [6, Chapter VI, §4] . We observe here that the conditions ||Xy|| < const z>-a.e. and p(X') = X', together with [6, Chapter IX, Proposition 5], show that X' is »»-adequate (0.6(a)). Moreover, if \\\\\ = 1 for ally, then 1 = p(l) = p<Xy, 1> = <X¿, 1> => ||X;|| = 1 for ally.
Recall that G0 = {g G G|gp = p}; let £0 = {t, G M+(X): ||tj|| = 1,grj = tj for all g G G0}. Proof. If tj is extreme, 6.3 implies that o(tj) is also. Hence o(tj) is a Dirac measure placed at some z G Z, so rj is multiplicative on C(Z). On the other hand, if tj is multiplicative on C(Z), so is o(tj) =^ o(tj) is extreme => (by 6.3 again) tj is extreme in £0.
Combining 6.3 and 6.4 shows that those measures on X ergodic with respect to G0 are the G0-Haar lifts of Dirac measures on Z.
<V"».0 -(V'-O -nn(y) f°r ally. To see this, note uniqueness in 1.9 and the definitions of the X' imply that (X/,/,) = A"(y) v-a.e. But then <X/,/B> = pQy'ifn} = P(hn)(y) = hn(y) for ally, proving the assertion. Simple estimates now show that (X') is Cauchy in / (/ is arbitrary), and that, if Xy = Um X*, then (•) <\>f> = }™Jn(y) (the limit is actually uniform). Thus X exists and is weakly measurable. To see that Xy E ¡¡0 for fixed y, let x G tt~x(y). By 6.7, $xx(Xyl) = y, • g, for some g, E G. Using (iii) of 6.7 and choosing a convergent subsequence, we obtain <j>~x(Xy) = y0 • g. By 6.6, Xy E £0. Now replace X by p(X). The remarks after 6.2 and the fact that p is strong show that 0.6(a), (b), and (c) hold. To obtain 0.6(d), use (*), the uniformity of the convergence, and the fact that P/b(/,) = p(/n) for all n. By 6.5, we still have Xy G £0 for all y. The proof is completed.
